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What is your new book about? 

London is in the grip of a stifling heatwave. The city’s junkies are 
in the grip of a drought of a different kind. Investigator Catherine 
Berlin’s past turns up on her doorstep in the form of Sonja Kvist, 
and an unpaid debt leaves Berlin with no choice but to look for 
Sonja’s missing ten-year-old daughter.   

Corrupt detectives are on Berlin’s tail chasing drugs she doesn’t have, a young girl is murdered 
and the matrimonial case she’s been working on unravels. 

The temperature keeps rising. 

What or who inspired it? 

Nothing in particular inspired it, but it was informed by a general irritation at the way politicians 
of all persuasions use rhetoric about ‘the family’. One size doesn’t fit all. 

What was the biggest challenge, writing it? 

Resisting the temptation to write pages of invective lambasting governments that lack 
compassion. 

What did you want to achieve with your book? 

To provide a cracking good read.  

Do you have a favourite character or one you really enjoyed writing? 

Rita Braverman A survivor with a long memory. 

What do you see as the major themes in your book? 

Betrayal. What it means to have a home. The unexpected ways the past comes back to bite you. 

What made you set it in London? 

London in a heatwave (it doesn’t have to be very hot!) goes downhill very fast. Perfect setting for 
people who are ‘losing it’. 

To whom have you dedicated the book and why?  
I dedicated this book to one of my oldest friends who died recently. When you lose someone 
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you’ve known for so long, you realise that you have also lost in a sense you have lost that part of 
your past. 

Who do you think will enjoy your book? 

My sister, possibly my mother. 

Do you like silence or music playing while you’re writing? 

Music. Mozart or Miles Davis. 

When did you start writing? 

I hate to say ‘I’ve always written’, because that’s what everyone says. But it’s true. I wrote 
dreadful poetry as a kid (who didn’t?), short stories, narrative for comics and a couple of plays. I 
began writing seriously, with professional aspirations, on 3 July 1997. It was a very conscious 
decision to change the direction of my life. I started out with screenplays.  

Did you always want to become an author?  

No. But I always wanted to write, which I think is slightly different. 

Tell us a bit about your childhood?     

I was born in Hackney, in East London. I spent my early years dragging a brick around the streets 
on a bit of string, pretending it was a puppy, and roaming the Underground using a platform 
ticket. Then when I was 14 my family emigrated to Australia and I was suddenly plunged into a 
world where survival meant being a strong swimmer and getting a tan. Needless to say my skill 
set was redundant and I was an outcast.  

If you’ve had other jobs outside of writing, what were they? 

Cleaner, psychiatric nurse, sociologist, labour market economist, lawyer and investigator (still 
working as the latter!). 

Describe yourself in three words? 

Lazy. Lazier. Laziest. 

What star sign are you and are you typical of it? 

I’m a Cancer with a Moon in Business Class. I think that makes me typical of any star sign that 
flies long haul frequently in economy. 

What three things do you dislike? 

Disloyalty, instant coffee, Heathrow airport. 

What three things do you like? 

Porridge, whiskey, St Kilda Football Club. 

Have you a family, partner or are you single? 



I have a partner. 


